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Abstract
The correlations function for magnetization fluctuations in Heisen-
berg ferromagnets EuO and EuS has been obtained from mode-
coupling theory. In the critical region the simplified integral equa-
tion can be used but the dipolar interaction must be taken into
account in order to explain the puzzling results of spin- echo exper-
iments. For intermediate and high wave-vectors the microscopic
features of the magnetic interaction turn out to be essential. The
numerical solution of the mode-coupling equation has been ob-
tained for the three cubic lattices allowing for interactions be-
yond nearest neighbours. The results for the fee ferromagnetic
europium compounds are in good agreement with recent high res-
olution neutron scattering data. Similar good agreement is found
with very recent experiments in Pd2MnSn. For a bec lattice
the equations have been solved adopting various sets of exchange
constants proposed to interpret the magnetic properties of iron.
The importance of the proper lattice structure and interactions is
shown.

1. Introduction

In recent years a number of papers have reported results of neutron scatter-

ing experiments on isotropie ferromagnets in the critical and paramagnetic phase.

The high quality of the experimental data offers the possibility to distinguish

among the different theoretical predictions and to resolve the distinctive features

of each material. This calls for the formulation of better theories or the refinement

of the existing ones, because many of them were originally developed to interpret

general properties of ferromagnetic systems, common to all such materials. The

resurgence of theoretical studies on the dynamics of paramagnetic spin fluctuations
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has been prompted by debate of the features displayed in the new experimental

data.

The ferromagnetic materials most frequently used in neutron scattering ex-

periments are the europium compounds EitO aiul FJitS, the Heusler compound

PdiMnSn and the 3d metal Ft. The europium compounds are known to be

good physical realizations of localized moment ferroniagnets [1]; their magnetic

lattice structure is fee and the magnetic interaction is restricted to first and sec-

ond neighbours. In EuO both the exchange integrals ait: ferromagnetic but in EuS

the next nearest interaction is antiferromagnetic. This does not alter the ground

state, which remains the ferromagnetic one, but modifies the spectral shape at the

zone boundary which, on the contrary of EuO, conies out to be strongly dependent

on the direction of the wave vectors. The Heusler compound Pd-iMiiSn is an fee

ferromagnet and neutron scattering data on this compound at low temperature

appear to be well described by a Heisenberg hamiltonian, but long range inter-

actions, up to the eight neighbour, must be considered [2,3]. Finally Ft is a bee

ferromagnet and the possibility to describe its magnetic properties by an effective

Heisenberg hamiltonian is a matter of current debate |4j.

2. Theory

The static and dynamical properties of the localized moment ferromagnets

are described by a Heisenberg hamiltonian:

where Jl} is the exchange interaction between spin operators s\ and $}. The

theoretical task is the evaluation of the normalized Kubo relaxation function:

/
Jo

d\(< S'^S'^t \ I A ) ) * > ) (2)

whose time Fourier transform is connected to the frequency and wave vector de-

pendent fluctuation spectrum S(q,u) observed in inelastic magnetic neutron

scattering experiments by the fluctuation dissipation theorem:

(3).
1 — txp{ ••/Ju)
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In eq.(2) S°(t) = s°(t)— < s° >, where .s™ is the Fourier transform of the spin

variables, ft — J^-J. and \<i 1S *ne isothermal susceptibility.

The time evolution of the relaxation function can be derived from a gener-

alized Langevin equation:

dtF(t) = xu>qFq(t) - I dt'Mq(t - t')Fq(t')
Jo

(4)

where uq is the RPA precession frequency and Mq(t) the memory function.

A satisfactory description of the dynamical behaviour of ferromagnetic sys-

tems in the ordered phase has been achieved developing a perturbative approach,

but such technique cannot be extended in the critical and paramagnetic regions,

because as T —* Tc, u>q —» 0 and we have no more an unperturbed parameter which

sets the scale of energy. At the critical point and for long wave length fluctuations

the renormalization group technique provides a rigorous description of both static

and dynamic events. However the results cannot be unambiguously extended to

the paramagnetic state and to high wave vectors.

The approximate theories proposed up to now to evaluate the memory func-

tion in the whole UJ — q domain of the paramagnetic phase are a "three pole ap-

proximation" and the mode-coupling theory.

The "three-pole approximation" [5] assumes that only three variables are

relevant to describe the dynamical behaviour of the fluctuation, and truncates the

continued fraction expansion of the Laplace transform of Fq(t) at the third stage,

namely:

Fq(u) = i T-!*U**} (5)
n [ ( u ; 2 - 6 l q - 6 2 q ) } 2 + ( w * 6 ) *

The parameters 6\q and b2q are related to the second and fourth frequency

moments of Fq(u), which can be expressed as function of static correlations among

spin operators; therefore they can be approximately evaluated from the known

exchange interaction constants. Finally Tq depends on the criterion adopted to

truncate the continued fraction and through an educated guess it can be expressed

by a function of b2q [5]. The three pole approximation has proved to be very

useful to interpret experimental data [6-8], expecially when it is used as a fitting

function with 6\q and 62q as free parameters. However such an approximation fails

as the critical region is approached: for example it is unable to give the correct
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dynamical scaling. This is due to the fact that near the critical point all the

fluctuation modes, which are continuously distributed, become equally important

to determine the dynamical behaviour, which cannot therefore be described by

only three of them.

The mode-coupling theory [9,10] gives a more satisfactory approach to the

study of spin fluctuations in all the paramagnetic phase because it allows, also

if approximately, to take into account the dynamical coupling among fluctuation

modes. For an isotiopic fenomagnet without any applied magnetic field it leads

to the following nonlinear equation for the spin relaxation function:

dtF,(t) - -2T^2(Jk - •/,-*)(•** ~ Jq)Xk / dt'Fk(t - t')Fq-k(t - t')Fq(t') (6)

and the limit of eq. (6) for q —> 0 at T — Tc gives the correct dynamical critical

behaviour for an isotropic Heisenberg ferromagnet.

The mode-coupling approximation proves to be useful also to describe the

dynamical behaviour of ferromagnetic systems when the dipolar interaction is not

negligible. An extensive study of the consequence of adding the leading dipolar

term for low q, YlfJy~~ ~*—? * , to the Heisenberg hamiltonian has been made

in recent yeara by Frey and Schwab] [11-13]. When the dipolar interaction is con-

sidered the fluctuations along the wave vector acquires a different behaviour in

respect to the transverse ones, and the single eq. (6) must be substituted by two

coupled equations. The solution of such equations is reported in refs. [12 14],

where it is shown how the mode-coupling theory for a dipolar ferromagnets is

able to explain some subtle features emerged by neutron spin echo experiments

[15] on EuC). As a matter of fact it gives the exponential time decay of Fq(t)

for very low </, i.e. the departure from the universal relaxation function of an

isotropic ferromagnet, without the contemporaneous variation of the dynamical

critical exponents, which maintains the value typical of an isotropic ferromagnet.

The crossover between critical and dipolar regime, which occurs at different wave-

lengths for static and dynamic quantities is correctly reproduced. A comparison

of the experimental data by Mezei on EuO and the prediction of mode coupling

theory for an isolropic and dipolar ferromagnet is shown in Fig. 1.

The use of the mode coupling theory to interpret neutron scattering data

collected out of the critical region, i.e. for high wave vectors and temperatures,
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Fig . 1 Experimental spin echo data reported in [15] for EtiO at its
critical temperature and q = 0.024 A ( filled quad ) are compared with
the solution of the mode coupling equations for a Heisenberg ferromagnet
without [19] ( full line ) and taking into account the dipolar interaction [13]
( dashed line ).

was up to now prevented by the fact that the known solutions of eq. (6) were

obtained either analytically, for asymptotically small q [16], or numerically, but

only for a simple cubic lattice with magnetic interactions restricted to nearest

neighbours [9].

In a recent paper [17] we have described in detail a method to obtain a nu-

merical solution of eq. (6) for the fee real magnetic lattice of europium compounds,

in order to interpret experimental data. Later work [18] extended the calculation

to all three cubic lattices and interactions up to ten shells of neighbouring mag-

netic ions. Results of such calculations [17-20] will be briefly described in the next

section.

3. Results

The comparison of the theoretical line shape derived from mode coupling

theory with the experimental data on europium compounds shows a very good

agreement throughout the paramagnetic phase [17].
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F i g . 2 Experimental data reported in ['21] for EltO at its critical tem-
perature ami q — 0.3 A~ are compared with resulth of the mode coupling
approximation. The dashed curve is the result for a simple cubic lattice, and it
demonstrates the influence of the lattice structure on the dynamic properties
even at relatively long wavelengths.

In Fig. 2 the theoretical curve for EuO is shown together recent high

resolution neutron scattering data by Mezei et al. at T — Tc [21]; the importance

of the lattice structure and range of interactions is apparent. Only for very small

wave vectors arid at the critical temperature, i.e. well within the critical region,

the line shape predicted by the mode coupling theory for an isotropic ferromagnet

differs substantially from that one observed in spin echo experiments. However, as

said before, also this puzzle can be solved within the framework of mode coupling

theory if the dipolar interaction is taken into account ( Fig. 1 ).

Also for EuS a good agreement is found between the line shapes obtained

by solving the mode coupling equations and the experimental data. For this com-

pound the most interesting features displayed by the solution of eq. (6) is the

change of the line shape at the zone boundary as the direction of the wave vec-

tors is varied ( Fig. 3 ); this theoretical prediction awaits a firm experimental

confirmation.

The numerical uolution of eq. (6) for PdjMuSn has been obtained using
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Fig . 3 Mode-coupling theory results for the line shape at T = Tc for EuO
(a) and EuS (b) for three different directions of the wave vector. The value of
q corresponds in both cases to the zone boundary along the (1,1,1) direction.
Full line: q along (1,1,1); Dashed line: q along (1,1,0); Dot-dashed line: q
along (1,0,0).

six or all the eight exchange constants obtained in [2] by fitting the spin wave

spectra. The comparison with the experimental data for intermediate wave vector

is reported in Fig. 4, which shows that the mode coupling line shape reproduces

the experimental data much better than the theoretical three pole function, i.e.

the relaxation function (5) with the parameters 6\q and Sjq fixed to the value given

by approximated calculation based on the values of the exchange constants.

The tolerable agreement obtained for the metallic compound Pd,2MnSn

prompted us to solve the mode coupling equation also for an effective Heisenberg

hamiltonian proposed in literature to model bcc iron. The calculation has shown

that different Bets of exchange parameters, which give comparable macroscopic

properties, such as the critical temperature or the spin wave stiffness constant,

give spectra which differ significantly both in the energy width and in the shape.

The most interesting result has been obtained by using the effective hamiltonian
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Fig . 4 Exj>eriinciiLal data [8] for the Heusler compound PdiMilSn at

j = 1.1 Tc and y — 0.7<//fl ill the (111) direction are bliown together with

results from theoretical calculations. The solid and d&sh dot curves are mode

coupling calculations with six and eight shells of neighbours, respectively,

and the dashed curve is the theoretical three pole approximation. Calculated

spectra are convoluted with a lorentzian resolution function

derived in [22] from a theoretical calculation. For such value of the exchange

constants the calculated spectra are in fact almost entirely confined below lOOmeV

and the shape of the spectra do not change appreciably with wave vector in the

second half of the range in the (Oil) and (111) directions; these results are in

qualitative agreement with some experimental observations [23].

4. Conclusions

Mode coupling theory is useful for describing quantitatively the neutron

scattering spectra at intei mediate and high wave vectors in the entire paramagnetic

region. Also the dynamical behaviour of metallic compounds can be described by

Heisenberg hamiltoniaii if long range interactions are taken into account. New

experiments can be devised to test the theoretical predictions and to obtain a

better description of the magnetic interactions in the paramagnetic region.
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